ONLINE

Portfolio: online

24 local websites
on wyborcza.pl
Białystok
Bialsko-Biała
Bydgoszcz
Częstochowa
Gliwice
Gorzów Wlkp.
Katowice
Kielce
Kraków
Lublin
Łódź
Olsztyn

Opole
Płock
Poznań
Radom
Rzeszów
Sosnowiec
Szczecin
Toruń
Trójmiasto
Warszawa
Wrocław
Zielona Góra

Thematic sites
wyborcza.pl
Ekologia
Zdrowie
Technologie
Kultura
Nauka
Sport
Gospodarka
Jutronauci
BiqData

Lifestyle sites

Business sites

Wysokieobcasy.pl
InstytutDobregoZycia.pl
Magazyn-kuchnia.pl
Logo24.pl

Wyborcza.biz
Komunikaty.pl
TokFm.pl

Our reach

8,4
8,4
8,4

mln
real users**

1,6
1,6

mln
readers of
magazines*

1,8
1,8

mln
readers of
„Gazeta Wyborcza”*

70
70

thousand attendees on
our regular events****

240
240

thousand
subscribers of
online content***

* Data: Polish Readership Research, "Engagement in Advertising" study, October 2018-September 2019, N = 31 331, CCS index, gc: all 15+. Edited by Agora SA, Agora's warehouses: Avanti, Logo, Wysokie Obcasy Extra - monthly magazines
** Data: Gemius / PBI; December 2019; real users (total - all devices); total RU number of domains: wyborcza.pl, wyborcza.biz, Wysokobcasy.pl, Magazyn-kuchnia.pl, logo24.pl, and.pl; developed by Agora S.A.
*** Data: average daily number of paid, active digital subscriptions to Gazeta Wyborcza (as of April 17, 2020) - publisher's own data.
**** Data: The total number of guests, including events such as: Green Olsztyn Festival, Co Jest Grane Festival, Białystok New Pop Festival, # Will Grane # Will Be Read, Women's Voices, Gołdap Festival Na Zdrowie Kultura, Summer Cinema with Logo, Premier Center - publisher's own data.

Achievements and innovations in 2019

Wyborcza is the
strongest brand in
Poland - we won the
Top Marka 2019
award

We’ve joined Brand
Safety IAB – we
educate the market

We have premiered
"Wyborcza 8:10" podcasts
and in 2020 we will
inaugurate a Jutronauts
podcast

We launched a new
product: digital
subscriptions’
sponsorship

We have a Facebook
fanpage
fb.com/grupawyborcza/

Our Internet guarantees brand
safety

trusted publisher = valuable for your ad
reliable editorial content = valuable environment for your
brand
subscribers paying for content and proven traffic sources
= real consumers, not bots

the possibility to block advertising with controversial
content = control of brand exposure
no advertising clutter = increased user attention

PRESS
SALES
96 700*

WWW
PV 160 131 000
UU 25 126 000**

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 690 000***

Gazeta Wyborcza is the largest opinion-forming newspaper in Poland. Wyborcza also
leads the process of digital transformation of the press. It was the first title in Poland to
introduce paywall and digital subscription offer.
Readers and users of Wyborcza are city residents at the age of greatest professional
activity. They occupy higher professional positions and are well-off. They are educated and
have active social lives.

specialized teams of editors:
Business, Economy, Technologies, Science, Culture, Sports, Health,
Books, Duży Format, History
400 experienced journalists
30 years on the market
* Autopresentation of ZKDP data; January 2019 - December 2019; paid distribution together, Gazeta Wyborcza 6 issues per week. Edited by Agora S.A.
** Gemius Prism; III 2020,
*** As of April 17, 2020

app

AU
162 000
per month*

PV
36 000 000
per month*

Wyborcza.pl app provides reliable and interesting
news. It informs about current events from the country
and the world, and offers sport, business, culture and
science content.

* Data: Data source: Google Analytics, March 2020, AU, PV; edited by Agora S.A.
Active users - people who have started the application at least once in a given period (opened it and performed some activity, e.g. opening an article, downloading a new edition, etc.)

Our digital subscriber

digital subscribers

is engaged:
only subscribers have the
opportunity to comment on articles
and do so willingly - they post
about 118,000 comments every
month.

During the whole month, the
subscriber makes 8.5 times more
page views than an anonymous
user.

is loyal:
The subscriber spends 11.5 times more
time with us (in sec.) than the average user
of Gazeta Wyborcza websites and is on our
websites 16 days a month (52.9% of 31
days).

We register
633 ,000 UU monthly from
subscribers.

One subscriber on average
generates 4x more visits
in a month than an anonymous user.

Visits of our subscribers
are 2 times deeper and twice as
long as of anonymous users.

Data: DataOcean, average I-III 2020, digital subscribers, (as of April 12,2020)

Our digital subscriber
Wyborcza.pl subscriber’s profile in comparison with other Internet users.
Selected categories

Own study; CAPI; conducted by Kantar Polska; IV-VII.2018r .; N = 6 733; * respondents who owned, hold or declare the purchase of Wyborcza.pl subscription; edited by Agora S.A

PRESS
SALES 71 145*
of the Tuesday’s issue of GW

WWW
PV 7 127 000
UU 3 169 000**

Mój Biznes. Ludzie – Praca – Innowacje

Every Tuesday
with
Gazeta Wyborcza

It is a magazine about business people, their
ideas, barriers they must break down, their
plans and hopes.
We show companies that have already
succeeded and that prove you can operate
not only on the domestic market, but also
aim to conquer foreign ones.

* Autopresentation of ZKDP data; January 2019 - December 2019; Paid circulation of the Tuesday edition of GW.
** Gemius Prism IIII2020, UU and PV, wyborcza.pl-Economy. Edited by Agora S.A.

WWW
PV 2 979 000
UU 1 804 000*

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 32 000**

Wyborcza.biz is a reliable source of the latest
economic and financial news. It also presents opinions
of experts from many industries as well as detailed
economic and business analyses. We also write
about money - banks and investments.

* Data: Gemius Prism, III 2020, UU, PV; Edited by Agora S.A.
** Data: Facebook, as of April 17, 2020 (Wyborcza.pl Gospodarka)

WWW
PV 307 300
UU 77 300*

Komunikaty.pl publish ads commissioned by: state and
local government offices, state-owned enterprises and
entities with the participation of the Treasury, courts,
receivers, bailiffs, liquidators, hospitals, universities and
others. Advertisements publication on Komunikaty.pl
meets the statutory requirement to publish
advertisements in the press.
We have a high position in SEO.
54% of website users are entrepreneurs!

* Data: Gemius Prism, III 2020, UU, PV; edited by Agora S.A.

WWW
PV 11 557 000
UU 4 675 000*

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 170 000**
IG 10 000**

TOK FM website offers its own political, business,
sports, culture and entertainment content, as well as
podcasts with programs broadcast on the station and
special video materials recorded during the
broadcasts.

* Data: Gemius Prism , III 2020, UU, PV; edited by Agora S.A.
** As of 17.04.2020

PRESS
SALES 90 500*
of the Monday’s issue of GW

WWW
PV 1 725 200
UU 966 200**

Duży Format is a reporters’ magazine.
We cover the most important social topics.
We bring to the light what others leave in the darkness.

every
MONDAY
with Gazeta Wyborcza

* Autopresentation of ZKDP data January 2019 - December 2019 ; total paid distribution of the Monday issue of GW.
** Gemius Prism III.2020, UU and PV, wyborcza.pl/DuzyFormat
*** Polish Reading Research; conducted by Kantar Millward Brown; IX 2018 - VIII 2019; N = 19 958 (all); * readers' profile: N = 368 (read the Monday GW
issue and are interested in topics in the press and on the Internet: Important social problems = always, very often, often or sometimes reads); CDT
indicator – Monday Edited by Agora S.A.

Readers of the Monday issue of Gazeta Wyborcza
interested in articles about important social problems *
are well-educated (82% have higher education, Affinity
Index 127), have higher socio-professional status
(directors, freelancers, business owners, other whitecollar workers 44%, AI 161), and are satisfied with their
financial situation (47% express the opinion "we are
wealthy" or "we have enough for all expenses", AI 140). ***

PRESS
SALES 90 500*
of the Monday’s issue of GW

WWW
PV 764 000
UU 597 000**

"Ale Historia" is a weekly extra to
"Gazeta Wyborcza". We write about people who
influenced the history of states and societies. We remind about
forgotten heroes and surprising anniversaries. We write
about wars and inventions, betrayals and romances,
madmen and visionaries. We look at the history of Poland
without pathos, with attention to the history of the world. We listen to the
outstanding
historians, we recommend important books and films.
Readers of the Monday issue of Gazeta Wyborcza interested in
history * are primarily men (62% share, Affinity Index 118), people
above
40 years old (73%, AI 120), professionally active
(74%, AI 106) from cities with more than 100,000 residents (66%,
AI 167)
and families with a higher social status (70%, AI 171). ***

every
MONDAY
with Gazeta Wyborcza

* Autopresentation of ZKDP data January 2019 - December 2019 ; total paid distribution of Monday issue of GW.
** Gemius PrismI.II2020, UU and PV, wyborcza.pl/AleHistoria
*** Polish Reading Research; conducted by Kantar Millward Brown; IX 2018 - VIII 2019; N = 19 958 (all); * readers profile: N = 186 (read the Monday GW issue and are interested in topics in the press and on the Internet: History = always, very often, often or sometimes reads); CDT indicator - Monday. 1) Sociological
class of the family: intelligence, white-collar workers, private initiative. ** Self-presentation of ZKDP data; VII 2018 - VI 2019; Paid circulation total, Paid circulation total Monday GW release. Edited by Agora S.A.

PRESS
SALES 152 000*
of the Friday’s issue of GW

WWW
PV 216 000
UU 86 000**

Co Jest Grane 24 is one of the most read cultural magazines in
Poland. In our Friday extra we present the most interesting cultural
events of the coming weekend
and week

every
FRIDAY
with Gazeta Wyborcza

* Autopresentation of ZKDP data January 2019 - December 2019 ; total paid distribution of Monday issue of GW.
** Gemius Prism.III 2020, UU and PV, wyborcza.pl/DuzyFormat
*** Polish Reading Research; conducted by Kantar Millward Brown; IX 2018 - VIII 2019; N = 19 958 (all); * readers' profile: N = 368 (read the Monday GW
issue and are interested in topics in the press and on the Internet: Important social problems = always, very often, often or sometimes reads); CDT
indicator - Monday. Edited by Agora S.A.

We write about film and theater premieres, concerts,
exhibitions, we present restaurants and clubs. We know what's going on
and we write captivating texts about it! Readers of the Friday issue of
Gazeta Wyborcza who are looking for information about movies, books,
music albums or actively participate in cultural life are people up to 44
years of age (52% share, Affinity Index 133), from cities over 100,000
residents (56%, AI 144), from families with a higher social status (79%,
AI 143), satisfied with their financial situation (51%, AI 160). ***

PRESS
SALES 152 000*
of the Friday’s issue of GW

WWW
PV 475 200
UU 321 600**

Gazeta Telewizyjna is a weekly extra to Gazeta
Wyborcza, which presents the current program of
Polish and foreign TV stations, synopses of movies,
summaries of series, and announces upcoming TV
premieres.
Gazeta TV readers are people above
40 (73%, Affinity Index 152), economically active
(74%, AI 109), from families with a higher social
status (83%, AI 150) and family net incomes above
4,500 PLN (57%, AI 103). ***

* Autopresentation of ZKDP data; January 2019 - December 2019; paid distribution together with the Friday issue of GW.
** Gemius Prism III.2020, UU and PV, wwyborcza.pl/Telewzyjna
*** Polish Reading Research; conducted by Kantar Millward Brown; IX 2018 - VIII 2019; N = 19 958 (all); * readers' profile: N = 102 (readers of Gazeta Telewizyjna); SCPW indicator. 1) Sociological class of the family: intelligence, white-collar workers,
private initiative. Edited by Agora S.A.

every
FRIDAY
with Gazeta Wyborcza

PRESS
SALES
115 000 ISSUES*

WWW
PV 5 284 000
UU 2 461 600**

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 304 000
IG 72 400***

Wysokie Obcasy is a weekly.

every
SATURDAY

Topics related to personal development, psychology, sex, health, and
ecology are important parts of the magazine. Twice a year, we prepare
trend editions dedicated to fashion and design.

with Gazeta Wyborcza

Readers are women aged 25-49, very well educated, residents of large
and medium-sized cities.
They are ambitious, socially active, have a stable professional and material
situation.

* Autopresentation of ZKDP data; January 2019 - December 2019; paid distribution together with the Saturday issue of GW.
** Gemius Prism; III 2020, *** As of 17.04.2020

PRESS
SALES 81 600*

WWW
PV 5 284 000
UU 2 461 600**

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 14 000
IG 19 800***

Wysokie Obcasy Extra is an exclusive magazine.
We focus on important current issues: personal development, psychology, sex,
fashion, and beauty. The magazine presents the profiles of inspiring women and
promotes cultural events.
Readers are women aged 25-49, residents of large and medium-sized cities,
extensively educated, wealthy. They have families, but they also focus on their own
development. They live modern, global, fulfilling, and independent lives. They are
attractive consumers. They value quality and spend more money
for shopping than an average Polish woman.

* Autopresentation of ZKDP data; I-XI 2019; average one-time circulation; Paid distribution
** Gemius Prism; III 2019
*** As of April 17, 2020

WWW
PV 456 000
UU 324 500*

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 13 000
IG 2 600**

Instytut Dobrego Życia (The Institute of Good
Life) is a space where we show how to discover
our internal needs, develop passions, plan the
future and find a work-life balance.

* Data: Gemius Prism, III 2020, UU, PV Wysokobcasy.pl/Instytut
** As of April 17, 2020

Life is not a problem to be
solved but a reality to be
experienced.
Soren Kierkegaard

E-LEARNING PLATFORM
Instytut Dobrego Życia allows you to develop your skills and offers online courses

Mindfulness with Zuza
Ziomecka – teaches
meditation, the use of the
senses
and breath - the training
consists of 6 episodes
.

Fast course in taking
care of yourself by Aga
Kozak – how to feel
invigorated and take care of
yourself every day - 6
episodes.

Creative writing
with Sylwia Chutnik and
Karoliny Sulej’s Barłóg
literacki - is a 6-part course
intended for people who
dream
about writing.

How to be heard with
Kamila Kalińczak is a
course in public speaking and
self-presentation
- 4 episodes.

PRESS
SALES
69 800*

WWW
PV 4 574 000
UU 1 291 000***

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 139 000
IG 15 900****

Avanti is the best purchasing advisor for Polish women. It showcases global trends
and teaches how to transfer them to your own wardrobe. For 87% of women
surveyed, Avanti is a source of inspiration, knowledge about fashion and trends as
well as beauty and care. **
Readers are women aged 20-45, fashionable and confident consumers. The
wealthiest of all readers in the segment - the largest representation of women
spending over 500 PLN on fashion shopping. They feel comfortable
with new technologies, they are heavy online shoppers.

* Autopresentation of ZKDP data; I-XI 2019; average one-time circulation; Paid distribution
** Gemius Prism; III 2020, avanti24.pl
*** As of April 17, 2020

PRESS
SALES
20 000 ISSUES*

WWW
PV 336 000
UU 217 000**

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 2 000
IG 2 500***

Logo is a universal lifestyle magazine
for men with ambitions. It values the male point of view, the needs and
aspirations of a modern man. Fatherhood, passions, career, style, sport,
gadgets. The magazine is more a buddy than a mentor.
Readers are men aged 20-45. They are modern, active
with above average income. They hold a high position or run their own
business. They are interested in typically male topics, they also want to be up
to date with news.

* Autopresentation of ZKDP data; I-XI 2019; average one-time circulation; Paid distribution
** gemius Prism ; III 2020, UU and PV logo24.pl
*** As of April 17, 2020

PRESS
VOLUME 38 500*
SALES 17 787*

WWW
PV 82 000
UU 47 000**

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 45 700
IG 10 200***

Książki. Magazyn do Czytania is the only guide on publishing premieres on the
market. It features reviews, premiere fragments of books, interviews with writers,
philosophers and essayists. It is addressed to those who love reading - both popular
and niche literature.

* Self-presentation of the publisher's own data January-September 2019; average one-time circulation; paid distribution together with the last 4 issues of Książki. Magazyn do Czytania - bimonthly.
** gemius Prism; III 2020, UU and PV wyborcza.pl / Ksiazki *** As of 17.04.2020. Edited by Agora S.A.

PRESS
VOLUME 30 000*

WWW
PV 437 000
UU 313 000**

SOCIAL MEDIA
FB 30 500
IG 5 400***

Kuchnia is an independent magazine issued
twice a year (before Easter and before Christmas).
Delicious auteur recipes, columns written by outstanding chefs and
interesting bloggers, travel reports.
Readers are passionate about cooking, they value the quality of products,
the appearance of served dishes and the culture of food. For them,
knowledge of food and alcohol is a status indicator. They like to discover
new flavors. They travel. They go to restaurants more often than average
Poles. They earn more and live in large cities.

* Publisher's own data, edited by Agora S.A.
** gemius Prism; III 2029, **** As of 17.04.2020

Online advertising solutions

DISPLAY

VIDEO

CONTENT MARKETING

FF

CPM

Native content

CPM

Ads up to 30”

Partner’s content

Desktop

Possible 60” ads for just 50%
higher price

Multimedia journalism

Mobile
Data Ocean

Content marketing video
Live stream

Dedicated websites

PERFORMANCE
MARKETING

PPC
GDN
Social media
Programmatic

Digital subscription solutions for
businesses and institutions

MARKETING / ADVERTISING

ACCESS TO CONTENT

Subscription sponsorship

Basic / premium / business subscription

Newsletter partnership

Subscription for hr - human +

Open articles

Patron - content founder

Wi-fi offer

E-courses from Instytut Dobrego Życia

Our users make purchases
Affinity
Index
122
130
133
136

141
159
163
167

What percentage of Wyborcza.pl users
use online stores (selected store
subcategories)

161

129
181

Data: Gemius / PBI; average number of Real Users in; XII.2019; E-commerce websites based on a detailed functional tree; * wyborcza.pl, wyborcza.biz,
Wysokobcasy.pl; the number of RU SGW using the E-commerce strategy based on co-visibility analysis. Edited by Agora S.A.

Wyborcza.pl websites guarantee
precise advertising reach
to customers of online stores.

Affinity Index

Our users make purchases

Affinity Index and what % of users of selected
websites use online STORES
WITH CLOTHING
What %
of RU use
stores
wyborcza.pl
sites

Data: Gemius / PBI; average number of Real Users; December 2019; E-commerce websites based on a detailed functional tree; * wyborcza.pl,
wyborcza.biz, Wysokieobcasy.pl; the share of RUs using the E-commerce subcategories based on co-viewability analysis. Edited by Agora

Our websites are visited by 6.3 million MULTIBRANCH STORE customers. Our perfectly
tailored services guarantee precise reach to the
target group.

Affinity Index

Our users make purchases

Affinity Index and what % of users of selected
websites use online STORES
WITH CLOTHING
What %
of RU use
stores
wyborcza.pl
sites

Data: Gemius / PBI; average number of Real Users; December 2019; E-commerce websites based on a detailed functional tree; * wyborcza.pl,
wyborcza.biz, Wysokiebcasy.pl; the share of RUs using the E-commerce subcategories based on co-viewability analysis. Edited by Agora S.A.

Our websites are visited by 5.4 million
CLOTHING STORES customers. Our perfectly
tailored services guarantee precise reach to the
target group.

Affinity Index

Our
Nasi
users
użytkownicy
make purchases
kupują

Affinity Index and what % of users of selected
websites use online stores with HOME
APPLIANCES, ELECTRONICS OR COMPUTERS

What %
of RU use
stores
wyborcza.pl
sites

Data: Gemius / PBI; average number of Real Users; December 2019; E-commerce websites based on a detailed functional tree; * wyborcza.pl,
wyborcza.biz, Wysokiebcasy.pl; the share of RUs using the E-commerce subcategories based on co-viewability analysis. Edited by Agora S.A.

Our websites are visited by 5.9 million
customers of HOME APPLIANCES,
ELECTRONICS, PHOTOGRAPHIC OR
COMPUTER STORES. Our perfectly tailored
services guarantee precise reach to the target
group.

Affinity Index

Our
Nasi
users
użytkownicy
make purchases
kupują

Affinity Index and what % of users of selected
websites use online stores
with LITERATURE, MUSIC OR MOVIES
What %
of RU use
stores
wyborcza.pl
sites

Data: Gemius / PBI; average number of Real Users; December 2019; E-commerce websites based on a detailed functional tree; * wyborcza.pl,
wyborcza.biz, Wysokiebcasy.pl; the share of RUs using the E-commerce subcategories based on co-viewability analysis. Edited by Agora S.A.

Our websites are visited by 4.0 million
customers of stores with LITERATURE, MUSIC
OR MOVIES. Our perfectly tailored services
guarantee precise reach to the target group.

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO DOING BUSINESS WITH YOU

